
AMERICAN IMPLEMENT IS A FAMILY-OWNED JOHN DEERE DEALER WITH FIVE LOCATIONS 
THROUGHOUT SOUTHWEST KANSAS AND ONE IN COLORADO. FOUNDED IN 1970, THEY 
CURRENTLY HAVE MORE THAN 150 EMPLOYEES DEDICATED TO CUSTOMER SATISFACTION.

“The cost to replace just one boom, 
fold or pivot pin covers the cost 
of an entire auto lube 
system installation.”

Tyrone Martin
Sprayer Specialist
American Implement
Garden City, KS

Lincoln Systems Provide a 
Quick Return On Investment 
and Increase Resale Values

QUICKLUB® AUTOMATED 
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS 
FOR JOHN DEERE SPRAYERS
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“We only have so many service guys here to 
work on machines. If they are always out 
replacing pins, then they are neglecting 
other aspects of service. A Lincoln Auto 
Lube System allows our shop not to get 
backlogged and provide prompt, quick 
service to our customers.”

Will an Auto Lube System
Reduce Service/Repair Sales?

“A buyer always wants to know if the 
machine has sprayed fertilizer. Once I tell 
them the machine originally left here with a 
Quicklub system, and they see there is not a 
piece of rust and the pins have always been 
greased, they know the machine has been 
properly maintained which provides peace 
of mind. Reselling a sprayer with a Quicklub 
system easily adds 
at least $3,000 to 
the selling price.”

Increase Resale Value

“It takes a minimum of six hours to replace 
a pin on a sprayer. A sprayer can cover 
approximately 100 acres per hour. That’s 
at least 600 acres that are lost if a machine 
breaks down.”

Reduce Downtime

“Early spraying season starts January 15 
and lasts for 45 days. The average high 
temperature is around 40 degrees. 
Operators don’t want to manually lube 
when it’s cold, and they don’t want to 
spray the machine down either. The lack 
of these two processes can quickly harm 
a sprayer. Having a Lincoln Quicklub 
system guarantees all points will be lubed 
with the required amount of grease and 
kept free of contaminants.”

Reliable, Exact Lubrication

Benefits of a Quicklub® 
Automated Lube System

Contact Lincoln to inquire 
about Quicklub Automated Lubrication 
Systems for your John Deere Sprayer

Contact: Eric Wachter 
(314) 679-4431
ewachter@lincolnindustrial.com


